World Peace Quotes

1. "Peace comes from within. Do not seek it from without." ― Guatama Buddha
2. "Any intelligent fool can make things bigger, more complex, and more violent. It
takes a touch of genius -- and a lot of courage -- to move in the opposite
direction." ― Albert Einstein
3. “Ask peace why war, ask war why peace!” ― Tan Man Ho, Real World Views,
Book 10
4. “It's not given to people to judge what's right or wrong. People have eternally
been mistaken and will be mistaken, and in nothing more than in what they
consider right and wrong.” ― Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace
5. “An eye for an eye will only make the whole world blind.” ― Mahatma Gandhi
6. “Organic Life is routinely active in the 3 rd Triad receiving energies from our
sun and its planets and maintaining itself. However, Organic Life has also to
deliver energies to the 4th Triad below her, and that is the moon first before
the moon returns some of the energies back to our Earth and to Organic Life.
We have to bear this burden for moon, and give our life energies in our
rascooarnos (death). Occasionally, the moon requires more life energies and
that creates wars amongst the human species and many more killings of other
living beings! The directive energies for such events have come from the 2nd
Triad in the Ray of Creation into our 3rd Triad and which energies have to be
shared with the 4th Triad.
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We want peace and we thus pray to the 2nd Triad to give more intelligent life
energies to us to share with the moon and to reduce any excessive demand for
life energies by the moon in the 4th Triad.” ― Tan Man Ho, Real World
Views, Book 22
7. “A continuous sociocosmic intervention worldwide for the creation and
maintenance of being psyche hydrogens of peace, and ensuring such
sociocosmic peace presence in the organic film is critical to reducing, pacifying
and balancing the destructive consequences of the continuous degeneration
of man and his sociocosmic stopinders into the being psyche hydrogens of
aggression and sociocosmic war. No religion or secular spirituality or standard
professional group of being psyche hydrogens in daily life occupation is free
from such degeneration of the psyche hydrogens into aggression and
sociocosmic war! “― Tan Man Ho
8. “War starts from the petty conflicts in daily life activities of the sociocosmic
man and escalates into the destructive activities amongst man en masse …….
And at its height is fully planned.”
9. “The methods of religion can and has occasionally failed to produce peace
and become a can of the misfired worms of war, just as the secular methods.
The good has occasionally changes its direction in history.”
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